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A bill to be entitled

F.

An act relating to the Beverage Law; amending
s. 564.06(2)-(4), Florida Statutes, tc reduce
the excise taxes on wines manufactured in
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Florida from Florida-grown products; providing
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an effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section 1.

Subsections (2), (3), and (4)
of section
ll 564.06, Florida Statutes, are
amended to read:
12
564.06 Excise taxes on wines and
beverages;
13 exemptions.-14

(2)

As to all wines, except natural
sparklin

g wines,
2
..... 15 containi
"'4ng more than l percent alcohol
0, 0
by weight and less than

r

16 14 percent alcohol by weight, manu
factured in Florida from
17 Florida-grown fresh fruits,
berries, or grapes and not from
18 concentrates thereof, except conc
entrates of fruits, berries,
19 or grapes grown and concentrated
in Florida and bottled in
.g 0E 20 Florida, and upon all other such beverage
s, except malt
u4·� C:
21 beverages, containing more than 1
.0
perc
ent
alcohol by weight
::, "'
0..:5 22 and less than 14 perc
ent alcohol by weight manufact
·�"' 'ured and
.c 0
f- 423 bottled in Florida from Floridagrown citrus products, citrus
� byproducts, honey, fresh frui
ts, berries, grapes, sugar cane
,
25 guavas, potatoes, peaches,
papayas, strawberries, and mang
oes,
26 and not from concentrates
thereof, except concentrates
grown
27 and concentrated in the stat
e, the tax imposed by subsecti
on
28 (1) shall not apply. However,
in lieu thereof there shall be
29 paid by all manufacturers and
distributors a tax of 5 81.5
30 cents per gallon upon such
beverages.
31
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THE PENDING GRAPE & WINE LEGISLATION:

IMPACT ON THE FLORIDA INDUSTRY

Bills have been introduced into the Florida Legislature
to promote the development of the state's grape and wine in
dustry by lowering the license fees and excise taxes on wine
made in Florida from·Florida grown commodities. The bills al
ready have been passed by the full Senate (SB 128 & 129).
Companion bills have been presented as committee bills by the
House Agricultural Committee, and were recommended (15 - 1) to
the full House for passage. The House Subcommittee of Finance
and Taxation also recommended passage of the bills prior to be
ing referred to the Committee on Regulated Indu.stries.
Review of the following points and other supportive infor
mation justify support of the two bills.
1.

Many fruits, berries,. and grapes,which are well suited for
the production of wines, grow exceptionally well in the
State of Florida. Among these commodities are: muscadine
and bunch grapes, blueberries, strawberries, citrus, water
melons and others.

2�

Many of the farm.�ommodities listed above are grpwn by small
acreage farmers who are in need of local markets.

3.

Florida ranked fifth in wine consumption in 1977 (2.05 gal
lons per capita and 17,281,000 gallons for the state), and
consumption is projected to exceed 29 million gallons by 1980.

4.

Therefore, wineries will offer a good market outlet for ex
cess grape production, and thereby, assist in the establish
ment of a grape industry in the state.
Also, wineries constitute tourist attractions in other states,
and the unique wines produced in Florida would be an added
feature to enhance tourism.
The state would benefit immediately in that there would be
an increase of jobs for rural as well as urban people by the
creation of additional agricultural production.

5.

THE PROBLEM:

The state license fees for production, dis

tribution and retailing Florida wines are prohibitive to

industrial development.
The direct costs of producing wines in small wineries, as

would be the initial situation and size in Florida, is
approximately $1/gallon more than for large wineries like
those in California.
In addition, surrounding states (Mississippi, Tennessee,

North Carolina, Georgia, Arkansas, and others) have passea
legislation to stimulate local wine production.
The following Table reveals the a comparison of the taxes
and fees for local wineries for some Southern states in
terested in promoting their grape and wine industry.
TABLE I

STATE
North Carol 1na
Tennessee
Htssiss1ppt

Excise Tax-Per Gallon
de low
Above
Sparillng
141
141
or
Alcohol Alcohol Cha�pagne

s,
St
5t

Fl or1 da

Proposed for
Florida

NOTE:

NOT ONLY

rs

St
St
5t

St
St
St

87.St

1.22

2.63

5t

lOt

20t

Hanufac- �hole Re
turing
sale tall
$100

TT5o nlf
Not Available
0 __
$10 per ..i.$ ....;;5;.;:;.
10,000

gallon

SIOOO

$1250 $600�

$50

$50

KoCh��9•

FLORIDA'S TAXES THE HIGHEST IN THE

SOUTHEAST, BUT THEY ARE ALSO THE HIGHEST IN THE

WHOLE OF THE U.S. (examine the attached Table).
6.

THE SOLUTION:
A� Reduce the excise taxes on wines manufactured in Florida
from Florida grown cornmodities, ·and reduce the license
tax for manufacturers and bottlers who deal solely with
such wines.

B. It is important to note that reduction in taxes-collected
would be insignificant since taxes currently collected on
Florida made wine is only 1/4 of 1% of the total wine
taxes collected by the state (information from the Division
of Alcoholic Beverages & Tobacco, Dept. Business Regulation)
-2-

B.

Continued:
The total tax on wines consumed in Florida in 1978 was
$28 million; the major portion of the wine came from
California. The total -tax collected -on the Florida --.
produced wine was approximately $80,000. As Senator Barron
addressed these two bills in the Senate Commerce Committee,
the comment was made "that it costs the state about that
much to collect the tax on Florida produced wines."

--

WHY PENALIZE THE FLORIDA GRAPE INDUSTRY IF THE STATE REAL�
IZES NO ACTUAL REVENUE?

7. RESULTS OF PASSING THE LEGISLATION:
A.
B.
C.

Such beneficial legislation would stimulate greatly the
production of Florida produced wines.
The benefits described in Number 4 would occur.
The increased production in Florida wines would decrease
the amount of wine imported from other states and countries
(bear in mind that the 1978 tax collected was $28 million).

8. TEE FINAL ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION:
The State of Florida would benefit from passage of the pending
legjslation. Economically, ONLY OUT-OF-STATE WINE INDUSTRIES
WOULD BENEFIT BY NOT PASSING THE LEGISLATION. PLEASE DON'T LET
TEE INFLUENCES OF AN OUT-OF-STATE INDUSTRY STOP THE FLORIDA
GRAPE INDUSTRY FROM BECOMING A REALITY.

-3-
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Ch. 561

BEVERAGE LAW; ADMINISTRATION

along the public thoroughfare from the main
entrance of said place of business to the main
entrance of the church) and, in the case of a
school, to the nearest point of the school
grounds in use as part of the school facilities;
provided further, that where such established
church or school be within the incorporated city
or town and the applicant for such license,
under §561.34(3) (a)-(f), within the county be
outside such incorporated city or town, or in an
other county and outside any other incorpo
rated city or town, then and in either event
such applicant may be granted such license if
his place of business be the same or a greater
distance from such church or school as re
quired by the ordinance of the incorporated
city or town wherein such church or school is
located; provided further, that where an es
tablished church or school be located in a
county outside an incorporated city or town so
near the corporate limits of any such city or
town that under the ordinances of such city or
town a vendor therein shall receive a license
under §561.34(3) (a)-(f), within a distance Jess
than twenty-five hundred feet of such
church or school, then and in that event any
applicant for such license in the county outside
such city or town may be issued such license
when his place of business is the same or a
greater distance from such church or school
as any such vendor duly licensed within such
incorporated city or town; provided, further,
that any such licensed premises locate::i on any
populated island the distance from any estab
lished church or school shall be two thousand
feet. Provided always, that any measurements
required by the provisions of this subsection
shall be ::nade as heretofore set forth in this
subsection.
(3) No license shall be granted under
§561.34(3) (a)-(f), where said business is
located in any building, or upon a lot or
parcel of land located Jess than three hun
dred feet to the nearest property line of any
public housing project constructed or main
tained by or with the aid of federal funds. The
provisions of this subsection shall be applicable
only in cities having a population of more than
one hundred thousand people and less than
two hundred thousand people according to the
last· federal ·census.
Hlotor;r.-§5, ch. 16774, 1936; CGL 1936 Supp. 4151(231);
!2, ch. 19301, 1g39; 18, ch. 23746, 1g47; I!, ch. 23789, 1947; §1,
ch. 23835, 1947; §1, ch. 25104, 1949; §15, ch. 25359, 1949; §2,
ch. 59-269; §8, ch. 71-361.

561.441 Additional zoning powers granted
certain counties.CI) From and after May 30, 1949, the
county commissioners of those counties in the
state where the sale of intoxicating liquors
is permitted and where said commissioners
are authorized to establish or have established
zoning and planning boards, be and they are,
hereby authorized to determine the distance
from churches and schools within which in
toxicating liquors may be sold in those areas
within said counties outside the limits of in
corporated cities and towns that are now, or

Ch. 561

which may hereafter be, designated or zoned
for business purposes.
(2) Such distance so determined by said
county commissioners shall not be less than
the distance established by ordinance in the
county seats of the respective counties in which
county commissioners may exercise such author
ity, or not more than the distance established
by general law in the absence of any such
authority being exercised by the county com
missioners.

561.45 Establishment of school or church
near licensee after license issued.Cl) Whenever a licensee has procured a li
cense permitting the sale of beverages contain
ing more than one per cent of alcohol by
weight, and thereafter a church or school be
established within a distance otherwise pro
hibited by law of the place of business of the
licensee, the establishment of such church or
school shall not be cause for the revocation of
the license of such licensee and shall not pre
vent the subsequent renewal of such license of
such licensee.
(2) Provided, that whenever the di\·ision
has heretofore approved the transfer of any
such license from a location which is within
the distance from churches or schools pro
hibited by law to a new location which
is likewise in such prohibited distance and
such new location is substantially the same
distance from churches or schools as the
former location or is in the same business
block as the former location then such license
and transfer thereof by the division is hereby
validated, approved and confirmed and pro
vided further, that whenever any license here
tofore issued has been issued and renewed
yearly for the past five years, including re
newals and transfers thereof, it shall not be
grounds for revocation of any such license
that the location of the licensee thereunder
is now or was, when originally issued,
within such prohibited distance from churches
or schools and provided further that nothing
herein shall authorize the division to here
after transfer any license without such pro
hibited distance to a location within such
prohibited distance.
History.-§§!. 2, ch. 25184, 1949.

Hlotory .-§11, ch. 18015, 1937; CGL 1940 Supp. 4161(271j);
19, ch. 23746, 1g47; 11, ch. 26585, 1951; 1116, 35, ch. 69-106.

561.46 Excise taxes on beverages; exemptions.(1) As to malt beverages containing more
than one per cent of alcohol by weight, there
shall be paid by all manufacturers, distribu
tors and vendors, as herein defined, a tax of
thirty-two cents per gallon upon all such bev
erages in bulk or in kegs or barrels and when
sold in containers of less than one gallon, the
tax shall be four cents on each pint or frac
tion thereof in said container. Provided, how
ever, the excise taxes required to be paid by
this subsection upon malt beverages contain
ing alcohol of not more than three and two
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tenths per cent by weight, shall not be re
quired to be paid upon such beverages, where
the same are sold to post exchanges, ship serv
ice stores and base exchanges located in mili
tary, naval or air force reservations within
this state. The additional tax due by vendors
shall be payable on or before May 31, 1968.
(2) (a) As to beverages including wines, ex
cept natural sparkling wines and malt bever
ages, containing more than one per cent alco
hol by weight and less than fourteen per cent
alcohol by weight, there shall be paid by all
manufacturers and distributors a tax at the
rate of one dollar and fifteen cents per gallon.
(b) As to all wines, except natural spar
kling wines, containing more than one per cent
alcohol by weight and less than fourteen per
cent alcohol by weight, manufactured in Flor
ida from Florida-grown fresh fruits, berries or
grapes and not from concentrates thereof, ex
cept concentrates of fruits, berries or grapes
grown and concentrated in Florida and bottled
in Florida and upon all other such beverages
except malt beverages, containing more than
one per cent alcohol by weight and less than
fourteen per cent alcohol by weight manufac
tured and bottled in Florida from Florida
grown citrus products, citrus by-products,
honey, fresh fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane,
guavas, potatoes, peaches, papayas, strawber
ries and mangoes, and not from concentrates
thereof except concentrates grown and concen
trated in the state the tax imposed by para
graph (a) hereof shall not apply provided,
however, that in lieu thereof there shall be paid
by all manufacturers and distributors a tax of
twenty-three cents per gallon upon such bev
erages. The rate of tax imposed by this para
graph shall be increased by the following sched
ule: October 1, 1971 - 7¢; October 1, 1972 - 7¢;
October 1, 1973 - 7¢; October 1, 1974 - 7¢; and
October 1, 1975 - 6.5¢.
(3) As to all wines, except natural spar
kling wines containing fourteen per cent or
more alcohol by weight, there shall be paid by
manufacturers and distributors a tax at the
·rate of one dollar sixty cents per gallon; provided, however; that there shall be paid by all man
ufacturers and distributors a tax of thirty-five
cents per gallon and no more, upon all wines
manufactured in Florida from fresh fruits, ber
ries or grapes and not from concentrates there
of, except concentrates of fruits, berries or
grapes grown and concentrated in the state,
bottled within this state and containing four
teen percent or more of alcohol by weight. The
rate of tax imposed on beverages made from
Florida products by this subsection shall be in
creased by the following schedule: October 1,
1971 - 9¢; October 1, 1972 - 9¢; October 1, 1973 9¢; October 1, 1974 - 9¢; and October 1, 1975 - 9¢.
(4) As to natural sparkling wines there
shall be paid by all manufacturers and distrib
utors a tax at the rate of two dollars thirty
cents per gallon; provided, however, that there
shall be paid by all manufacturers and distrib-
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utors a tax o-f forty-six cents per gallon and
no more, upon all natural sparkling wines man
ufactured in Florida from fruits, berries or
grapes and not from concentrates thereof, ex
cept concentrates of fruits, berries or grapes
grown and concentrated in this state and bot
tled within this state. The rate of tax imposed on
beverages made from Florida products by this
subsection shall be increased by the following
schedule: October 1, 1971 • 13cr; October 1, 1972 12¢; October 1, 1973 - 12cr; October 1, 1974 - 12cr;
and October 1, 1975 - 12¢.
(5) (a) As to beverages containing four
teen per cent or more of alcohol by weight and
not more than forty-eight per cent of alcohol
by weight, except wines, there shall be paid by
all manufacturers, distributors and vendors a
tax at the rate of three dollars and seventy-five
cents per gallon.
(b) As to all such beverages manufactured
and bottled in Florida from Florida-grown cit
rus products, citrus by-products, honey, fresh
fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane, guavas, po
tatoes, peaches, papayas, strawberries and
mangoes, and not from concentrates thereof,
except concentrates grown and concentrated in
the state the tax imposed by paragraph (a)
hereof shall not apply; provided, however, that
in lieu thereof there shall be paid by all manu
facturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
ninety-five and eight tenths cents per gallon.
The rate of tax imposed by this paragraph shall
be increased by the following schedule: Octo
ber 1, 1971 - 18.7¢; October 1, 1972 - 18.5¢;
October 1, 1973 - 18.5¢; October 1, 1974 - 18.5¢;
and October 1, 1975 - 18.5¢.
(6) (a) As to beverages containing more
than forty-eight per cent of alcohol by weight,
there shall be paid by all manufacturers, dis
tributors and vendors a tax at the rate of
seven dollars and fifty-two cents per gallon.
(b) As to all such beverages manufactured
and bottled in Florida from Florida-grown cit
rus products, citrus by-products, honey, fresh
fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane, guavas,
potatoes, peaches, papayas, strawberries and
mangoes, and not from concentrates thereof ex
cept concentrates grown and concentrated in
the state the tax imposed by paragraph (a)
hereof shall not apply; provided, however, that
in lieu thereof there shall be paid by all manu
facturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
one dollar eighty-nine and six tenths cents per
gallon. The difference between the rate of tax im
posed by this paragraph and the rate of tax im
posed by paragraph (a) of this subsection shall
be reduced and eliminated by the following
schedule: October 1, 1971 - 37.4¢; October 1,
1972 - 37¢; October 1, 1973 - 37¢; October 1,
1974 - 37¢; and October 1, 1975 - 37¢.
(7) Nothing in this section shall in any
manner affect any tax imposed by chapter
24342, laws of 1947, §561.64, or of chapter
25340, laws of 1949, §§561.42, 561.461, 561.462.
(8) Provided further that wine used by any
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established church as sacramental wine or in
connection with religious services is hereby
expressly exempted from the provisions of this
section.
(9) As to all beverages taxed under this
section which are manufactured or bottled in
Florida, there shall be a two per cent discount
allowed to the manufacturer or· bottler on the
amount of taxes assessed against wine for his
losses from shrinkage, in filtering, breakage
and waste in bottling, said two per cent to be
computed on the taxable amount assessed by
the state when sold taxpaid, and said two per
cent shall be deducted by the manufacturer or
bottler on his monthly report.
(10) For the purpose of allowing credit to
licensed distributors of malt beverages or beer
for the keeping of prescribed records, furnish
ing bond, properly accounting for and remitting
taxes due to the State of Florida, such licensed
distributors shall be allowed three per cent of
the amount of the tax due, accounted for and
remitted to the division, in the form of a deduc
tion from such remittance; provided, however,
no allowance shall be granted or permitted
when the tax is delinquent at the time of pay
ment.
(11) The addition of the words "and ven
dors" in subsections (5) (a) and (6) (a), as
accomplished by section 1 of chapter 68-29,
Laws of Florida, shall not be construed as im
posing a new excise tax based upon sale at
retail, but shall only be construed as applying
the increase in tax rates set out in the act to
vendors' inventories of stock o n June 1, 1968.
History.-§9, ch. 16774, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 4151(235);
110, ch. 18015, 1937; §2, ch. 20830, 1941: n, ch. 22562, 1945;
1§1-7, Q, ch. 26324, 1949; §1, ch. 28177, 1953; §29, ch. 57-420;
§9, ch. 61-219; §1, ch. 61-271; II, ch. 63-466; II, ch. 63-531;
1§1, chs. 63-485 and 63-510; II, ch. 65-51; §1, ch. 67-255; §§1, 2,
ch. 68-28; §§1, 3, ch. 68-29; §3, ch. 69-49; §§16, 35, ch. 69-106;
§2, ch. 70-225; §1, ch. 71-361.

*561.462 Legislative intent; interdepend
ence of §§561.42 and 561.461.-It is the intent

that §§561.42 and 561.461 shall be dependent up,
on each other and considered together as making
one whole, and should one portion be declared
unconstitutional and invalid, then the other
shall fail.
ID1tor:,.-f], ch; 25340, lD�D.
'Note.-This sectio� was rendered obsolete by the repeal of
§561.461 and will be repealed by a subsequent reviser's bill.

561.463

Limitations and qualifications on

tax rate for Florida-grown products.(!) In order to qualify, in whole or in
part, for the Florida tax rate provided in
§561.46(5)(b), (6)(b), an alcoholic beverage must
be manufactured exclusively from raw materials,
except for flavoring extracts, produced in
Florida and may not be blended with whiskey
produced in any other state. Such beverage
must be either distilled and bottled by a dis
tiller licensed under §561.35(1) (d) and (f)
who conducts distilling operations only in
Florida and in no other state, or bottled by
a bottler licensed under §561.35(1) (e) who
conducts bottling operations only in Florida
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and in no other state. Such beverages shall
bear a Florida sunburst emblem no smaller
than one half inch in diameter reading "Made
in Florida."
(2) If a Florida distiller is an individual
or copartnership, such individual or copart
nership shall be deemed to be conducting dis
tilling operations in a state other than Florida
if the individual or any member of the co
partnership is interested or connected, di
rectly or indirectly, or if such distiller pro
duces an alcoholic beverage sold under a
brand name identical or deceptively similar
to the brand name of any corporation which
is engaged, directly, indirectly, or through any
subsidiary or affiliate corporation, including
any stock ownership as set forth in subsec
tion (3), in distilling spirituous liquors in any
state other than the state of Florida.
(3) If ·a Florida distiller shall be a cor
poration, such corporation shall be deemed
to be engaged in distilling operations in a
state other than Florida when such corpora
tion is affiliated with, directly or indirectly,
or if such distiller produces an alcoholic bev
erage sold under a brand name identical or
deceptively similar to the brand name of any
other corporation, which is engaged in dis
tilling spirituous liquors in any state other
than Florida, or when such corporation is
controlled by, or the majority of stock therein
is owned by another corporation, which latter
corporation owns or controls in any way the
majority of stocks or controlling interest in
any other corporation which is engaged di
rectly or indirectly in distilling spirituous
liquors in any state other than Florida.
(4) If a Florida bottler is an individual
or copartnership, such individual or copart
nership shall be deemed to be conducting
bottling operations in a state other than
Florida in the event the individual or any
member of the copartnership is interested or
connected, directly or indirectly, or if such
bottler produces an alcoholic beverage sold
under a brand name identical or deceptively
similar to the brand name of any corporation
which is engaged, directly or indirectly, or
through any subsidiary or affiliate coi'poration,
including any stock ownership as set forth in
subsection (5) in bottling spirituous liquors
in any state other than Florida.
(5) If a Florida bottler is a corporation,
such corporation shall be deemed to be carry
ing on bottling operations in a state other
than Florida when such corporation is affili
ated with, directly or indirectly, or if such
bottler produces an alcoholic beverage sold
under a brand name identical or deceptively
similar to the brand name of any other cor
poration which is engaged in bottling' spirit
uous liquors in .any state other than Florida,
or when such corporation is controlled by or
the majority of stock therein is owned by
another corporation, which latter corporation
owns or controls in any way the majority of
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stocks or controlling interest in any other
corporation which is engaged directly or indi
rectly in bottling spirituous liquors in any
state other than Florida.
History.-§!,

ch. 70-225.

561.471 Malt beverages; stamp on crown or
can lid, size of containers.(}) On and after the first day of October,
1959, all taxable malt beverages packaged in
bottles or cans, possessed by any person, firm
or corporation in the state, for the purpose of
sale or resale in the state, except operators of
railroads, sleeping cars, steamships, buses and
airplanes engaged in interstate commerce and
licensed under this section, shall have printed
or lithographed on the crown or can lid thereof,
the word "Florida" in not less than 8-point
type; crown closures and can lids shall bear
the manufacturer's insignia, name or trade
mark in addition to the word "Florida." Man
ufacturers of the malt beverages shall be re
quired to submit samples of crowns or lids to
the division for approval as to the "Florida"
designation. Provided, however, that nrnnufac
turers of malt beverages who have heretofore
submitted samples of crowns or lids to the
division and had said samples approved shall
not be required to resubmit such samples for
approval.
(2) Nothing herein contained shall require
crowns or can lids bearing such designation
to be attached to containers of malt beverageR
which are transported through this state and
which are not sold, delivered or stored for sale
therein, if transported in accordance with such
rules and regulations as adopted by the di
vision; nor shall this requirement apply to
malt beverages packaged in bottles or cans
and held on the premises of a brewer or bot
tler, which malt beverages are for sale and
delivery to persons, firms or corporations
outside the state.
(3) It is further provided that the div'i
sion shall issue its approval of a crown or can
lid only if the word "Florida" is applied in a
clear fashion and by a method that will assure
- the permanent attachment of the design to
the crown or can lid.
(4) The possession by any person, firm or
corporation in the state, except as otnerwise
provided herein, of more than four and one
half gallons of malt beverages in bottles or
cans, the crowns or lids of which do nof
have the word "Florida" as herein provided,
shall be prima facie evidence that said malt
beverage is possessed for the purpose of sale
or resale.
(5) Except as otherwise provided herein,
any malt beverages in bottles or cans held or
possessed in the state for the purpose of sale or
resale within the state, the crown or can lid of
which does not bear the word "Florida" thereon
and for which design there is not an approval
and an approved sample thereof on file in the
office of the division, shall, at the direction
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of, or by, the division, be confiscated in ac
cordance with the provisions of §§562.39, 562.40
and 562.44; provided, that the provisions of
this section shall not be effective until the 1st
day of October, 1949, with respect to malt bev
erages held or possessed by a manufacturer or
distributor, and shall not be effective until the
1st day of January, 1950, with respect to malt
beverages held or possessed by retail vendors.
(G) All malt beverages packaged in bottles
or cans sold or offered for sale by vendors at
retail in this state shall be in containers con
tainin;::- only eight ounces, twelve ounces, six
teen ounces, or thirty-two ounces of such malt
beverages; provided however, that nothing con
tained in this subsection shall affect malt bev
erages packaged in bulk or in kegs or in barrels
or in any container containing one gallon or
more of such malt beverage regardless of con
tainer type.
(7) Any person, firm or corporation, its
agents, officers or employees, violating any of
the provisions of this section, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable
as provided in §775.082 or §775.083; and the
license, if any, shall be subject to revocation or
suspension by the division.
History.-§11-5. ch. 25261. 1949; 19, ch. 29786, 1955; !I, ch.
59-143; �S. ch. 61-219; §1, ch. 65-2-16; §§16, 35, ch. 69-106; §561,
ch. 71-136.
c!.-t95.37 Llmttatlon on clauns against state.
§215.26 Limitation on right to refund from state treasury.

561.49

No tax on out-of-state sales._:The

excise taxes provided for in this chapter shall
be paid as to all such beverages sold within
this state. No excise tax shall be required to be
paid by manufacturers, distributors or export
ers as to the sale of beverages which are ac
tually delivered by such manufacturer, distrib
utor or exporter to persons outside the state
when such deliveries are actually made out
side the state in places where the sale of such
beverages is authorized by law to persons au
thorized by the laws of the places where such
delivery is made to purchase and receive such
beverages in such places. The burden shall a·l
ways be on the manufacturer, distributor or ex
porter to show to the satisfaction of the divi
sion by bill of lading of a common carrier or
other satisfactory evidence that delivery was
made outside the state in accordance with the
Jaws of the place of delivery.
Hl•tory.-19. ch. Jfi774. 1935: §10, ch. 18016, 1937: CGT.

1936 Supp. 4151(235);
35, ch. 69-106.

12, ch. 20830. 1941;

!10, ch. 63-562; §116.

561.50 One state tax payment and reports.
There shall be only one state tax paid as to
each gallon or fraction thereof of beverag-e sold
under the beverage law, and no other excise tax
shall be levied directly or indirectly. Said tax

shall be computed from the reports and bookR

and records of manufacturers and distributor,,

and said tax shall be remitted to the division at
intervals of one month, i. e., said tax shall be
paid by the tenth of each month for all bever
ages sold during the previous calendar month
r.nd such payment o_f tax shall accompany the
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wherein such church or school is located; pro
vided further, that where an established church
or school be located in a county outside an
incorporated city or town so near the corporate
limits of any such city or town that under the
ordinances of such city or town a vendor there
in shall receive a license under subsection (3)
to (8) inclusive, of §561.34, within a distance
less than twenty-five hundred feet of such
church or school, then and in that event any
applicant for such license in the county outside
such city or town may be issued such license
when his place of business is the same or a
greater distance from such church or school
as any such vendor duly licensed within such
incorporated city or town; provided, further,
that any such licensed premises located on any
populated island the distance from any estab
lished church or school shall be two thousand
feet. Provided always, that any measurements
required by the provisions of this subsection
shall be made as heretofore set forth in this
subsection.
(3) No license shall be granted under sub
section (3) to (8) inclusive, of §561.34, where
said business is located in any building, or upon
a lot or parcel of land located less than three
hundred feet to the nearest property line of any
public housing project constructed or main
tained by or with the aid of federal funds. The
provisions of this subsection shall be applicable
only in cities having a population of more than
one hundred thousand people and less than
two hundred thousand people according to the
last federal census.

History.-§5, ch. 1677< 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 4151(231);
§2, ch. 19301, 1939; (1), (2) §8, ch. 23746, 1947; (3) §1, cb.
23789, 1947; ,(4) §1, ch. 23835, 1947.
Am. §1, ch. 25104, 1949 (Law effective May 18, 1949).
Am. §15, ch. 25359, 1949 (Law effective June 13, 1949).
Editor's Note: Section 561.44 was amended by ch. 25359,
acts of the 1949 legislature and became effective June 13,
1949 thereby repealing ch. 25104, also an act of the 1949
legislature, which became effective May 18, 1949, amend
ing said §561.44, which contained the following subsection
In addition to the material now contained in the abo,·e
section.

(5)

Provided that in counties having a population of

three hundred thousand or more inhabitants, according

to the last state or federal census, any place of business
for the manufacture, distribution or sale of beverages
containing alcohol of more than one percentum by weight,
so situated that a part or portion of the location of such
place of business lies partly within the incorporated limits
of a municipality and partly outside of the incorporated
limits of such city and in said county, such place of busi

ness shall be licensed under and as provided in and by
subsections (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) of §561.34•, Florida
Statutes, providing the distance of such place of business
from an established-·church or school is not less than the
minimum distance prescribed by ordinances of the munici
pality in which a portion of the location of such place of
business

is situated,

and

all

zoning regulations

and

ordinances of such municipality shall hereafter be appli
cable to the places of business of licensees holding licenses
heretofore regularly issued in all cases where the place
of business of such licensees are partly within and partly
outside of the limits of a municipality as aforesaid in
such counties as aforesaid.

561.441 Additional zoning powers granted
certain counties.Cl) From and after May 30, 1949, the
county commissioners of those counties in the
State of Florida where the sale of intoxicating
liquors is permitted and where said commis
sioners are authorized to establish or have
established zoning and planning boards, be and
they are, hereby authorized to determine the
distance from churches and schools within

§561.46

which intoxicating liquors may be sold in those
areas within said counties outside the limits
of incorporat�d cities and towns that are now,
or which may hereafter be, designated or zoned
for business purposes.
(2) Such distance so determined by said
county commissioners shall not be less than
the distance established by ordinance in the
county seats of the respective counties in which
county commissioners may exercise such author
ity, or not more than the distance established
by general law in the absence of any such
authority being exercised by the county com
missioners.
Hislory.-Comp. §§1, 2, ch. 25184, 1949.

561.45 Establishment of school or church
near licensee after license issued.-Whenever
a licensee has procured a license permitting the
sale of beverages containing more than one per
cent of alcohol by weight, and thereafter a
church or school be established within a dis
tance otherwise prohibited by law of the place
of business of the licensee, the establishment
of such church or school shall not be cause for
the revocation of the license of such licensee
and shall not prevent the subsequent renewal
of such license of such licensee.

History.-§11, cb. 18015, 1937; CGL 1940 Supp. 4151(271J);
am. §9, ch. 2374G, 1947.

561.46 Excise taxes on beverages; exemp
tion.(1) As to malt beverages containing more
than one per cent of alcohol by weight, there
shall be paid by all manufacturers and distribu
tors, as herein defined, a tax of twenty-four
cents per gallon upon all such beverages in
bulk or in kegs or barrels and when sold in
containers <if less than one gallon, the tax shall
be three cents on each pint or fraction thereof
in said container. Provided, however, the ex
cise taxes required to be paid by this subsec
tion upon malt beverages containing alcohol of
not more than three and two-tenths per cent by
weight, shall not be required to be paid upon
such beverages, where the same are sold to post
exchanges and ship service stores, organized
and existing under regulations of the United
States army and navy, located in military or
naval reservations within the State of Florida.
(2) As to beverages, including wines, except
natural sparkling wines, and except malt bever
ages containing more than one per cent by
weight and less than fourteen per cent by
weight of alcohol, there shall be paid by all
manufacturers and distributors a tax at the
rate of one dollar per gallon. There is further
levied and assessed a floor tax upon vendors as
described in this law of fifty cents per gallon
upon all such beverages, including wines, ex
cept natural sparkling wines, in excess of ten
gallons owned and possessed by said vendors
as of October 1, 1949; provided, however, that
there shall be paid by all manufacturers and
distributors a tax of twenty cents a gallon and
no more, upon all unfortified wines manufac
tured in Florida from any fruits or vegetables
or other horticultural or agricultural products
grown in Florida.
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(3) As to all wines, except natural sparkling
wines containing fourteen per cent by weight
of al�ohol or more, there shall be paid by ali
manufacturers and distributoh a tax at the rate
of one dollar forty c.ents per gallon. There is
further levied and assessed a floor tax upon
vendors as described in this law of seventy
cents per gallon upon all such wines, except
natural sparkling wines, in excess of ten gal
lons owned and possessed by said vendors as of
•·
October 1, 1949.
(4) As to natural sparkling wines, there will
be paid by all manufacturers and distributors a
tax at the rate of two dollars per gallon. There
is further levied and assessed a floor tax upon
vendors as described in this law of one dollar
per gallon upon all natural sparkling wines in
excess of ten gallons, owned and possessed by
certain vendors as of October 1, 1949.
(5) As to beverages containing fourteen per
cent or more of alcohol by weight and not more
than forty-eight per cent of alcohol by weight,
except wines, there shall be paid by all manu
facturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
one dollar twenty cents, per gallon, said tax to
be evidenced by stamps as hereinafter provided.
(6) As to beverages containing more than
forty-eight per cent of alcohol by weight, there
shall be paid by all manufacturers and distribu
tors a tax at the rate of two dollars forty cents
per gallon, said tax to be evidenced by stamps
as hereinafter provided.
(7) Nothing in this section shall in any
manner affect any tax imposed by chapter
24342, laws of 1947 §561.64, or of chapter 25340,
laws of 1949 §§561.42, 561.461, 561.462.
(8) Provided further that wine us�d by a�y
established church as sacramental wme or m
connection with religious services is hereby
expressly exempted from the provisions of this
section.
llistory.-§9, ch. 16774, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 4151(235)
§10, ch. 18015, 1937; §2, ch. 20830, 1941; am. §1, ch. 22562,
1945.
Am. §§1-7, 9, ch. 26324, 1949.

561.461 Additional tax on certain bev
erages.-In addition to all taxes now levied and
imposed by the laws of Florida upon the manu
facture distribution and sale of beverages con
taining' fourteen per cent or more of alco)10l
by weight, except all wines, natural _ sparklmg
wines and malt beverages, there 1s hereby
levied and imposed an additional tax of twenty
five cents per gallon upon such beverages con
taining fourteen per cent or more of alcohol
by weight and not more than forty�eight
per
_
cent of alcohol by weight, and an additional tax
of fifty cents per gallon upon such beverages
containing more than forty-eight per _cent o_f
alcohol by weight. The payment of said addi
tional tax shall be evidenced by stamps as
provided for in the beverage law.
llistory.-Comp. §2, ch. 25340, 1949.

561.462 Legislative intent; interdependence
of §§561.42 and 561.461.-It is the intent that
�s561.42 and 561.461 shall be dependent u�on
each other and considered together as makmg
one whole, and should one portion be declared
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unconstitutional and invalid, then the other
shall fail.
History.-Comp. §3, ch. 25340, 1949.

561.47 Stamps sold distributors only; price;
affixing.-

(1) The stamps provided for shall be sold
by the director to distributors who are licensed
in this state and who have furnished the bond
required herein, and to none else. The director
shall sell all such stamps to distributors for cash
only at a price of ninety-eight cents for each
dollar's worth of stamps purchased.
(2) Each such purchaser of stamps shall by
such purchase become obligated and required to
affix such stamps to the bottles or immediate
containers in which beverages requiring. stamps
are sold, and stamps of the required amount
shall be affixed thereto before such beverages
are sold by any distributor. Such stamps shall
be affixed in accordance with regulations of the
director which said regulations the director
may make, promulgate and change from time
to time.
(3) The director may at any time require
reports additional to the monthly reports here
inbefore required, as to the disposition of the
beverages herein defined, for the purpose of
assessment and collection of the excise taxes
herein provided, and the burden of p�oof shall
be on the distributors to satisfy the director as
to the disposition of said beverages.
llistory.-§9, ch. 16774, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 4151(235):
§10, ch. 18015, 1937; §2, ch. 20830, 1941; am. §3, ch. 22026,
1943; am. §9, ch. 22663, 1945; am. §10, ch. 23746, 1947.

561.471 Malt beverages; stamp on crown or
cap lid.(1) On and after the 1st day of October,
1949, all taxable malt beverages packaged in
bottles or cans possessed by any person, firm
or corporation in the State of Florida for the
purpose of sale or resale in the State, except
operators of railroads, sleeping �ar�, steam
ships, buses and airplanes engag_ed 111 1:nterstate
commerce and licensed under this section, shall
have printed or lithographed on the crown or
can lid thereof, the word "Florida" in not less
than 8-point type. Crown closures shall bear
the manufacturer's insignia, name or trade
mark in addition to the word "Florida." The
man;facturers of the malt beverage shall be
required to submit samples of crowns or lids,
to the state beverage director for approval as
to the Florida designation.
(2) Nothing herein contained shall_ requ_ire
crowns or can lids bearing such designat10n
to be attached to containers of malt beverages
which are transported through this state and
which are not sold, delivered or stored for sale
therein, if transported in accordance with such
rules and regulations as adopted by the state
beverage director; nor shall this requirement
apply to malt beverages packaged in bottles
or cans and held on the premises of a brewer
or bottler which malt beverages are for sale
and deliv�ry to persons, firms or corporations
outside the State of Florida.
(3) It. is further pr<?vided !hat the state
beverage director shall 1Ssue his approval of
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a crown or can lid only if the word "Florida"
is applied in a clear fashion and by a method
that will assure the permanent attachment of
the design to the crown or can lid. Manufac
turers of crown or can lids shall, at the time
of delivery of crowns or lids bearing the desig
nation "Florida" at the direction of the brewer
or bottler for whose use said crowns or lids
were manufactured, notify the state beverage
director of the brewer or bottler for whom
manufactured and the number of such crowns
or lids delivered.
( 4) The possession by any person, firm or
corporation in the State of Florida, except as
otherwise provided herein, of more than four
and one-half gallons of malt beverages in bot
tles or cans, the crowns or lids of which do
not have the word "Florida" as herein provided,
shall be prima facie evidence that said malt
beverage is possessed for the purpose of sale
or resale.
(5) Except as otherwise provided herein,
any malt beverages in bottles or cans held or
possessed in the State of Florida for the pur
pose of sale or resale within the State of Flor
ida, the crown or can lid of which does not bear
the word "Florida" thereon and for which de
sign there is not an approval and an approved
sample thereof on file in the office of the state
beverage director, shall, at the direction of, or
by, the state beverage director, be confiscated
in accordance with the provisions of §§562.39,
562.40, 562.43 and 562.44, Florida Statutes; pro
vided, that the provisions of this section shall
not be effective until the 1st day of October,
1949, with respect to malt beverages held or
possessed by a manufacturer or distributor, and
shall not be effective until the 1st day of Janu
ary, 1950, with respect to malt beverages held
or possessed by retail vendors.
(6) Any person, firm or corporation, its
agents, officers or employees, violating any of
the provisions of this section, shall upon con
viction thereof be fined up to five hundred
dollars or imprisoned for one year or both;
and the license, if .any, shall be subject to
revocation or suspension by the state beverage
director. _
Hlstory.-Comp. §§1-5, ch. 25261, 1949.

561.48 Stamp redemption.-The comptroller
may upon receipt of satisfactory evidence of
the facts, and of approval by the director, make
allowance for or redeem such stamps as may
have been spoiled, destroyed or rendered use
less or unfit for the purpose intended or for
which the purchaser may have no use, or which
through mistake may have been improperly or
unnecessarily used. Such allowance or re
demption may be made either by giving to the
purchaser other stamps in lieu of the stamps
so allowed for or redeemed or by refunding
the amount or value to the owner thereof, but
no allowance or redemption shall be made in
any case until the stamps so spoiled shall have
been returned to the comptroller or until satis
factory proof has been made showing the rea
son why the same cannot be returned or if so

§561.52

required by the comptroller or by the director
when the person presenting the same cannot
11atisfactorily trace the history of said stamps
from their issuance to the presentation of his
claim as aforesaid. No claim for redemption
of or allowance for stamps shall be allowed
unless presented within four years after the
purchase of said stamps. No allowance or re
payment shall be made except to the original
purchaser. Such claim shall not be paid unless
approved by both the director and the comp
troller. Sufficient funds are hereby appropriat
ed out of the revJ=nues collected under the
beverage law to make such repayment.
History.-§10, ch. 16774, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 4151(236).

561.49 No tax on out-of-state sales.-The
excise taxes provided for in this chapter shall
be paid as to all such beverages sold within
this state. No excise tax shall be required to
be paid by manufacturers or distributors as to
the sale of beverages which are actually de
livered by such manufacturer and distributor
to persons outside the State of Florida when such
deliveries are actually made outside the State
of Florida in places where the sale of such
beverages is authorized by law to persons
authorized by the laws of the places where
such delivery is made to purchase and receive
such beverages in such places. . The burden
shall always be on the manufacturer or distri
butor to show to the satisfaction of the director
by bill of lading of a common carrier or other
satisfactory evidence that delivery was made
outside the State of Florida in accordance with
the laws of the place of delivery.

llistory.-§9,. ch. 1G774, 1935; §10, ch. 18015, 1937; CGL
1936 Supp. 4151 (235); §2, ch. 20830, 1941.

561.50 One state tax.-There shall be only
one state tax paid as to each gallon or frac
tion thereof of beverage sold under the bever
age law, and no other excise tax shall be levied
directly or indirectly. Said tax shall be com
puted from the reports and books and records
of manufacturers and distributors and said tax
shall be remitted to the director at intervals
of one month, i. e., said tax shall be paid by
the tenth of each month for all beverages sold
during the previous calendar month and such
payment of tax shall accompany the report
provided for in §561.55.
1

Hlst.ory.-§9, ch. 16774, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 4151(235) ·
§10, ch. 18015, 1937; §2, ch. 20830, 1941.

... 561.51 Beverage stamps, minimum denomi
nation.-No stamp s�all be sold by the beverage
department, as provided by the beverage laws
of this state, in denomination of less than seven
and one-half cents, and ·no container of beverages
containing alcohol of fourteen per cent or more
by weight except wines, shall be sold in this
state, except that there be affixed thereto a stamp
of not less than seven and one-half cents, or a
stamp of such larger denomination as may be
required by said beverage laws.
History.-§9, ch. 16774, 1935; CGL 1936 Supp. 4151(235);
§10, ch. 18015, 1937; §2, ch. 20830, 1941.

561.52 Authority of certain employees.-All
white male employees of the state beverage
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s. 564.06(2)-(4), Florida Statutes, to reduce
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the excise taxes on wines manufactured in
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Florida from Florida-grown products; providing
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81Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
9
Section 1.

Subsections (2), (3), and (4) of section

111564.06, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
12

564.06

Excise taxes on wines and beverages;

l3lexemptions.-14

( 2)

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines,

15lcontaining m·ore than 1 percent alcohol by 1,1eight and less than
16114 percent alcohol by weight, manuf�ctured in Florida from
17IFlorida-grown fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from
18lconcentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries,
19lor grapes grown and concentrated in Florida and bottled in
MIFlorida, and upon all other such beverages, except malt
21lbeverages, containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight
22land less than 14 percent alcohol by weight manufactured and
23lbottled in Florida from Florida-grown citrus products, citrus
24lbyproducts, honey, fresh fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane,
�!guavas, potatoes, peaches, papayas, strawberries, and mangoes,
261and not from concentrates thereof, except concentrates grown
27land concentrated in the state, the tax imposed by subsection
28 I ( 1 ) sha11 not app1y .

or

NT
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an effective date.

10
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However, in lieu thereof there shall be

29lpaid by all manufacturers and distributors a tax of 5 81�5
301cents per gallon upon such beverages.
31
1
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(3)

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines

2lcontaining 14 percent or more alcohol by weight, there shall
3lbe paid by manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
41$2.43 per gallon, except that there shall be paid by all
5lmanufacturers and distributors a tax of 10 cents Sl.�� per
6lgallon and no more, upon all wines manufactured in Fl orida
?!from fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from
Biconcentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries,
9lor giapes grown and concentrated in the state, bottled within
lOlthis state, and containing 14 percent or more of alcohol by
11 I weight .
12

(4)

As to natural sparkling wines there shall be paid

13lby all manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
141$3.50 per gallon, except that there shall be paid by all
15lmanufacturers and distributors a tax of 20 cents ��.63 per
16lgallon and no more, upon all natural s�arkling wines
17lmanufactured in Florida from fruits, berries, or grapes and
18lnot from concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits,
19lberries, or grapes grown and concentrated in this state and
20lbottled within this state.
21

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1979.

22
23

******************************�**********

24

SENATE SUMMARY

25

Reduces the excise taxes on wines manufactured in Fl orida
from Fl orida-grown products as follows: from 87.5 cents
to 5 cents a gallon for such wines containing less than
14 percent alcohol; from $1.22 to 10 cents a gallon for
such wines containing 14 percent alcohol or more; and
from $2.63 to 20 cents a gallon for such natural
sparkl ing wines.

26
27
28
29
30
31
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SB 128 First Engrossed

A bill to be entitled

2
3

An act relating to the Beverage Law; amending

4

s. 564.06(2)-(4), Florida Statutes, to

5

eliminate the excise taxes on wines

6'

manufactured in Florida from Florida-grown
products; providing that such elimination shall

8

not preclude certain inspections by the

9

division; providing an effective date.

10
11 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
12
13

Section 1.

Subsections (2), (3), and (4) of section

14 564.06, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
15

564.06

Excise taxes on wines and beverages;

16 exemptions.-17

(2)

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines,

18 containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight and less than
19 14 percent alcohol by weight, manufactured in Florida from
� Florida-grown fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from
21 concentrates thereof, except concentrates o� fruits, berries,
22 or grapes grown and concentrated in Florida and bottled in
23 Florida, and upon all other such beverages, except malt
24 beverages, containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight
� and less than 14 percent alcohol by weight manufactured and
26 bottled in Florida from Florida-grown citrus products, citrus
27 byproducts, honey, fresh fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane,

n

guavas, potatoes, peaches, papayas, strawberries, and mangoes,

29 and not from concentrates thereof, except concentrates grown
30 and concentrated in the state, the tax imposed by subsection
l
CODING: Words in�� type ore deletions from existing law; words underlined are additions.
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2 �¼a-ey-a¼¼-mantt£aeett�e�s-ana-e¼se�tett�e�s-a-�a�-e£-S�75-eenes
3 �e�-�a¼¼en-ttpen-stten-ee¥e�e�es�
(3)

4

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines

5 containing 14 percent or more alcohol by weight, there shall
6 be paid by manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
7 $2.43 per gallon, except that this tax shall not be required
a to be paid ene�e-sna¼¼-ee-�a±a-ey-a¼¼-mantt£aeett�e�s-ana
9 e¼se�fett�e�s-a-�a�-e£-�¼T��-�e�-�a¼¼en-ane-ne-me�e7 upon all
10 wines manufactured in Florida from fresh fruits, berries, or

11 grapes grown in Florida and not from concentrates thereof,
12 except concentrates of fruits, berries, or grapes grown and

13 concentrated in the state, bottled within this state, and
14 containing 14 percen� or more of alcohol by weight.
(4)

15

As to natural sparkling wines there shall be paid

16 by all manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
17 $3.50 per gallon, except that this tax shall not be required
1s to be paid ene�e-sna¼¼-ee-�a¼e-ey-a¼¼-mantt£aeett�e�s-ane
19 e¼se�¼ettee�s-e-ea�-e£-��T63-pe�-�e¼¼en-ane-ne-mo�e7 upon all
20 natural sparkling wines manufactured in Florida from fruits,
21 berries, or grapes grown in Florida and not from concentrates
22 thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries, or grapes
23 grown and concentrated in this state and bottled within this
24 state.
25

Section 2.

The exemption from the payment of taxes of

26 subsections (2), (3), and (4) of section 564. 06, Florida
V Statutes, shall not preclude the division from making periodic
� inspections necessary to carry out the provisions of this
29 section.
30

Section 3.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1979.

31
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2
3

An act relating to the Beverage Law; amending
s. 564.06(2)-(4), Florida Statutes, to

5

eliminate the excise taxes on wines

6

manufactured in Florida from Florida-grown
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products; providing that such elimination shall
8

not preclude certain inspections by the

9

division; providing an effective date.

10
11 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
12
13

Section 1..

Subsections (2),

(3), and (4) of section

14 564. 06, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
15

564.06

Excise taxes on wines and beverages;

16 exemptions.-(2)

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines,

18 containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight and less than
19 14 percent alcohol by weight, manufactured in Florida from
w Florida-grown fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from
21 concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries,
22 or grapes grown and concentrated in Florida and bottled in
n Florida, and upon all other such beverages, except malt
24 beverages, containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight
25 and less than 14 percent alcohol by weight manufactured and
U bottled in Florida from Florida-grown citrus products, citrus
V byproducts, honey, fresh fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane,
28 guciva:_;, potatoes, peuches, pc1rayas, strawberries, and mangoes,
� and not from concentrates thereof, except concentrates grown
30 and concentrated in the state, the tc.1x i1ni)osed by subsection
'.11

(.l) sh,11.l not ilpp.ly.
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As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines

5 containing 14 percent or more alcohol by weight, there shall
6 be paid by manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
7 $2.43 per gallon, except that this �ax shall not be required
a to be 2aid thet'e-sha-l-l-ee-pa-i-cl-ey-a:l::l:-rnatrnfaett1l."et's-ancl
9 cl-i-stt'±bt1tors-a-tax-of-$:l:722-per-ga:l:¼on-ancl-no-more7 upon all
10 wines manufactured in Florida from fresh fruits, berries, or
11 grapes grown in Florida and not from concentrates thereof,
12 except concentrates of fruits, berries, or grapes grown and
13 concentrated in the state, bottled within this state, and
14 containing 14 percent or more of alcohol by weight.
15

(4)

As to natural sparkling wines there shall be paid

16 by all manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
17 $3.50 per gallon, except that this tax shall not be required
18 to be paid thet'e-sha±-l-ee-pa-i-cl-ey-a:l:±-rnant1faett1t'et's-ancl
19 cl-i-str-i-bt1tot's-a-tax-of-$2763-�er-ga:l::l:on-and-no-mot'e7 upon all
W natural sparkling wines manufactured in Florida from fruits,
21 berries, or grapes and not from concentrates thereof, except
22 concentrates of fruits, berries, or grapes grown and
23 concentrated in this state and bottled within this state.
24

Section 2.

25 subsections (2),

The exemption from the payment of taxes of
(3), and (4) of section 564.06, Florida

U Statutes, shall not preclude the division from making periodic
ll inspections necessary to carry out the provisions of this
28 section.
29

Section 3.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1979.

30
31
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SB 128 by
Senator Fechtel, et al.

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
Currently, the state tax on beverages sold under the
beverage law is a gallonage tax on each gallon or
fraction thereof of the beverage. Section 56 4.26 ,
Florida Statutes, provides for excise taxes to
be levied on wines. The tax is based on the type of
wine and whether it is produced from Florida-grown
products.
Current excise taxes imposed on wine include:
Natural Sparkling Wine
Wine over 14% alcohol
Wine under 14% alcohol

$3.50 per gal.
$2.4 3 per ga1.
$1.75 per gal.

Wine manufactured in Florida using local products:
Natural Sparkling Wine
Wine over 14% alcohol
Wine under 14% alcohol
B.

$2.63 per gal.
$1.22 per gal.
$ .875 per gal.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill would reduce the excise tax on wines
manufactured in Florida from Florida-grown products
to the following:
$ .20 per
Natural Sparkling Wine
$ .10 per
Wine over 14% alcohol
$ .05 per
Wine under 14% alcohol
Wine manufactured in Florida using products
Florida-grown products:
Natural Sparkling Wine
Wine over 14% alcohol
Wine under 14% alcohol

II.

gal.
gal.
gal.
other than

no change
no change
no change

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
This bill is intended to encourage the development
of the wine industry in Florida. By reducing the
taxes that otherwise would be imposed upon these
wines, the state is attempting to offer incentives
to industry to encourage Florida-grown wine products.
At this time there are numerous reports and
market analyses that are being distributed which
would indicate favorable potential market for
these products. The exact impact of these tax
incentives would not be quantifiable, however.
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

Analyst:
Staff Director:
Subject:

B.

SB 128
By Senator Fechtel,
et al.

Livingston
Martin
The Beverage Law

State:
A representative of the Division of Alcoholic
Beverages and Tobacco has stated that this bill
will have minimal fiscal impact with respect to
General Revenue funds.
While no exact figures are available1 it was
represented that the funds in question amount
to approximately 1/4 of one percent of the total
wine taxes collected by the State. For 1978 this
would have amounted to about $80,000. It is
possible that by this lowering of tax, and thereby
providing incentive to Florida industry, resulting
increases in volume would eventually replace
these losses.

III.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors:

IV.

none noted.

AMENDMENTS:
#1, #2, and #3 by Commerce:
This series of three amendments would eliminate the exise
tax on wines manufactured in Florida from Florida-grown
products.
Economic Impact: As noted above the reduction of the tax
would have provided approximately $80,000 in tax revenue
for the fiscal year 1978-79. The amendments would eliminate
this $80,000.
#4 by Commerce:
This amendment specifies that the excise tax exemption
would not hinder the statutory authority of the Division of
Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco to continue to regulate this
industry and make periodic inspections.},'.:> Zi-:,.,,v.l' '"_,.-. . • ( .. �.- •:_::
#5 and #6 by Commerce:
Title Amendment.
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COMMITTEE ON REGULATED INDUSTRIES AND LICENSING
HB 577
SPONSOR Committee on Agriculture
and General Legislation
RELATING TO Florida wine/excise
tax

OTHER COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE
Finance and Taxation
COMPANION/SIMILAR __
SB
__
l_2_8__

May 9, 1979
I.

Summary
A.

Present Situation

Under the provisions of s. 564.06, excise taxes on wines in
Florida are imposed according to the following table.
Present Florida Excise Tax Rates on Wines
Below _ 141
Florida Wines
Out of State

87.5 3
175.0

Sparkling

Dessert

122.0

26 3 .0

1 22 .0

24 3 .0

350.0

24 3 .0

Above .142

lBelow 14% alcohol.
2Above 14% alcohol.
3Rates are all given in cents per gallon.

B.

Probable Effects of Proposed Changes

HB 577 would eliminate the excise tax on wines manufactured in
Florida from Florida products.
II.

Private Sector/State/Local Fiscal Impact
A.

Private Sector Impact

Supporters of this bill are of the opinion that it
needed stimulation to the development of the grape
dustry in Florida, offering an alternative to farm
traditional crops, particularly shade tobacco, are
economicaJ.ly worthwhile.
B.

would provide
and wine in
operations whose
no longer

State Fiscal Impact

Staff of the Committee on Agriculture and General Legislation con
tacted the Bureau of Audit cf the Division of Alcoholic Beverages
and Tobacco to obtain an estimate of the state fiscal impact of
HB 577. Bureau Ch�ef John aerry suggested that while no exact
figures were available, the wine taxes in question amounted to
only 1/4 of one percent of the total wine taxes collected by the
state. For the 1977-78 fiscal year, approximately $80,000 of
state tax revenue would have been affected.
III.

Comments
Florida taxes state wine at higher rates than any other state in
every category except sparkling wine. In that category one other
state imposes a higher tax on wine produced within the state than
Florida does. (See attached table.)

IV.

Amendments

The Subcommittee on Alcoholic Beverages
HB 577 to conform language to SB 128 as and Tobacco amended
passed by the Senate.
Prepared by Linda Logan
Staff Director

Warren Morgan
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FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tallahassee

COMMITTEE ON REGULATED INDUSTRIES & LICENSING
STAFF REPORT
HB 1131:

Relating to the beverage law

SPONSORS:

Representatives Melvin, Fortune, Ward

STATUTE AFFECTED:

s. 564.06(2)-(4)

Reduces the excise taxes on wines manufactured
CONTENT:
in Florida from Florida-grown products as follows:
from 87.S cents to 5 cents a gallon for wines containing
less than 14% alcohol;
from $1.22 to 10 cents a gallon for wines containing 14%
alcohol or more;
from $2.63 to 20 cents a gallon for natural sparkling wines.
Lowering the tax should lower the shelf price
BACKGROUND:
of· such wines which would make them more competitive with wines
produced elsewhere.
ECONOMIC IMPACT:

Some reduction in tax revenue.

STAFF CONTACT:

Marti Phillips

DATE PREPARED:

April 25, l978
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1978

Melvin, Fortune and Ward

An act relating to the beverage law; amending
Florida Statutes, to reduce

Serles

the excise taxes on wines manufactured in
Florida from Florida-grown products; providing
6
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Section 1.

564.06

13

exemptions.--

14

Subsections (2), (3), and (4) of section

564.06, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

12

(2)

Excise taxes on wines and beverages;

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines,

0 CX)...,
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15

containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight and less than

,I.J

16

14 percent alcohol by weight, manufactured in Florida from

.....
0

17

Florida-grown fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from

18

concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries,

19

or grapes grown and concentrated in Florida and bottled in

W

Florida, and upon all other such beverages, except malt
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b everages, containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight
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22

and less than 14 percent alcohol by weight manufactured and

23

b ottled in Florida from Florid a-grown citrus pro.ducts, citrus

U

b yproducts, honey, fresh fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane,

25

guavas, potatoes, peaches, papayas, strawberries, and mangoes,

[2 �

and not from concentrates thereof, except concentrates grown

27

and concentrated in the state, the tax imposed by subsection

18

( 1) shall not apply.

�

paid by all manufacturers and distributors a tax of

30

cents per gallon upon such beverages.
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A bill to be entitled

s. 564 .06(2)-(4),

@

However, in lieu thereof there shall be

2
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(3)

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines

2.;

containing 14 percent or more alcohol by weight, there shall
be paid by manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of

2.2

$2.43 per gallon, except that there shall be paid by all

2.2

manufacturers and distributors a tax of 10 cents 9l�22 per

2. 2

6 gallon and no more, upon all wines manufactured in Florida

2.2•

from fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from

2.2<.

concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries,

3.1

or grapes grown and concentrated in the state, bottled within

3.2

� this state, and containing 14 percent or more of alcohol by
11 weight.
12

3.3
(4)

As to natural sparkling wines there shall be paid

3.4/

13 by all manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of

3.4/

14 $3.50 per gallon, except that there shall be paid by all

3.4 /

15 manufacturers and distributors a tax of 20 cents �2�&3 per
16

gallon and no more, upon all natural sparkling wines

3.4/

17

manufactured in Florida from fruits, berries, or grapes and

3.4/

18 not from concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits,

3.4/

19 berries, or grapes grown and concentrated in this state and

3.4 /

� bottled within this state.
21

Section 2.

3.4/

This act shall take ef fect July 1, 1978.
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HOUSE SUMMARY

1: ht

Reduces the excise taxes on wines manufactured in Florida
from Florida-grown products as follows: from 87.5 cents
to 5 cents a gallon for such wines containing less than
14 percent alcohol; from $1.22 to 10 cents a gallon for
such wines containing 14 percent alcohol or more; and
from $2.&3 to 20 cents a gallon for such natural
sparkling wines.
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to the Beverage Law; amending

•4

the excise taxes on wines manufactured in

.4/1

3

s. 564.06(2)-(4), Florida Statutes, to reduce

5

Florida from Florida-grown products; providing

,'.4

6

:btc

an effective date.

8 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
1
9

10

Section 1.

12

564.06

14

(2)

Subsections (2), (3), and (4) of section

11 564.06, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
13 exemptions.--

Excise taxes on wines and beverages;

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines,

:enc
•6

•2

.2/1

15 containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight and less than

.2/2

17 I Florida-grown_ fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from

.2/5

16 1 4 percent alcohol by weight, manufactured in Florida from

18 concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries,
1
19 or grapes grown and concentrated in Florida and bottled in

201 Florida, and upon all other such beverages, except malt

21 beverages, containing more than 1 percent alcohol by weight

22 and less than 14 percent alcohol by weight manufactured and

23 bottled in Florida from Florida- grown citrus products, citrus

24 byproducts, honey, fresh fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane,

• 2/3

• 2/6

2.2/7
2.2/8

2.2/9

2.2/10

25 I.guavas, potatoes, peaches, papayas, strawberries, and mangoes,

2.2/11

27 and concentrated in the state, the tax imposed by subsection
1
28 (1) shall not apply. However, in lieu thereof there shall be

2. 2/15

�I and not from concentrates thereof, except concentrates grown

29 I paid by all manufacturers and distributors a tax of 5 8:;t-.-5
30 cents per gallon upon such beverages.
I
31

1
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(3)

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines

21 containing 14 percent or more alcohol by weight, there shall

31 be paid by manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of

41 $2.43 per gallon, except that there shall be paid by all

51 manufacturers and distributors a tax of 10 cP.nts $l-.-�� per

61 gallon and no more, upon all wines manufactured in Florida
from fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from

Bl concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries,

91 or grapes grown and concentrated in the state, bottled within

101 this state, and containing 14 percent or more of alcohol by

11 I weight.

12

(4)

As to natural sparkling wines there shall be paid

131 by all manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of

14 I $3. 50 per gallon, except that there shall be paid by all

151 manufacturers and distributors a tax of 20 cents $r.-63 per

2.24
2.24/1

2.24/2

2.24/4
2.24/5

12.24/6
3.1
•2

3.3

.4/1

.4/3

16 I gallon and no more, upon all natural sparkling wines

3.4/4

181 not from concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits,

3.4/6

171 manufactured in Florida from fruits, berries, or grapes and

191 berries, or grapes grown and concentrated in this state and

201 bottled within this state.
21

22

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1979.
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SENATE SUMMARY

Reduces the excise taxes on wines manufactured in Florida
from Florida-grown products as follows: from 87.5 cents
to 5 cents a gallon for such wines containing less than
14 percent alcohol; from $1.22 to 10 cents a gallon for
such wines containing 14 percent alcohol or more; and
from $2.63 to 20 cents a gallon for such natural
sparkling wines.
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND GENERAL LEGISLATION
PCB

OTHER COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE:

16

SPONSORS

House Committee on

Agriculture and General Legislation _________________
RELATIN G TO

SIMILAR/COMPANION BILLS:_�

Florida Beverage T,aw;

Reducing Excise Tax on....Elorida Wines
February
I.

Comments Section)

2 2,

1979

Summary

Present Situation
Section 564.06, Florida Statutes, provides for excise taxes
to be levied on wines, the amount of which is determined by whether
it is produced in Florida or elsewhere, and by wine type.
A.

Table A.

Present Florida Excise Tax Rates on Wines.
Below . 1 4 1

Florida Wines
Out of State

87.53
1 75.0

Above .14 2

Sparkling Dessert

1 2 2.0

26 3 .0

1 2 2 .0

243.0

350.0

243.0

1Below 14% alcohol.
2Above 14% alcohol.
3 Rates are all given in cents per gallon.

Present Florida tax for its own wine product is the highest of all
50 states, with the exception bf the Sparkling category, where one
state is slightly higher (See attachment for tax rates of all 50
states.).
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes
The proposed legislation would amend Florida Law by ·reducing/
the excise tax on wines from Florida grown and processed produce.
The new tax rates would be:
Table B.

Proposed New Florida Excise Tax Rates on Wines.
Below .14

Florida Wines
Out of State

5

Above .14
10

Sparkling Dessert
20

10

To Remain Unchanged By This Proposal

Comments
This bill is viewed by supporters as a .first step in the stim
ulation of the grape industry in the State of Florida. It has been
suggested that grapes could take the place of some of the lost shade
tobacco crop and provide a new vitalism to many small farm operations
threatened with economic unviability.
II.

@@[p\j
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The University of Florida, Florida A. & M. University, and the
Florida Grape Growers have worked hard to develop a plan of action
for development of a state-wide industry. Much information con
cerning grape varieties and suitability, market access, market
options and development, and Florida's potential has been accumu
lated through the joint efforts of these three partners. It has
been suggested that the passage of this bill and Proposed Committee
Bill 17 would serve as a signal to those ready to take the finan
cial risk involved in trying this new market that the Florida Leg
islature is willing to share in the task of making the State's
grape and wine industry expand.
Staff is presently preparing a report on this topic, to be forth
coming.
This bill is identical to 1978 HB 1131, by Representatives Melvin,
Fortune, and Ward. It passed the House Committee on Regulated
Industries and died in the Committee on Finance and Tax. It is
identical to 1979 SB 128 by Senators Fechtel and Tobiassen.
III.

Private Sector/State/Local Impact

A.

State Fiscal Impact
The Bureau of Audit, Division of Alcoholic Beverage and
Tobacco advises that this bill will have minimal fiscal impact
with respect to General Revenue funds. While no exact figures
are available Bureau of Audit Chief, John Berry suggested that
the funds in question amount to aproximately 1/4 of one percent
of the total wine taxes collected by the State. For 1978 this
would have amounted to about 80,000 dollars. It is possible
that by this lowering of tax, and thereby providing'incentive
to Florida industry, resulting increases in volume would even
tually replace these losses.
B.
IV.

Private Sector Impact
See Comments Section for intent of the proposal.
Also III. A.

See

Amendments
Since the bill is at this stage a committee proposal, there
are no amendments.

Prepared by

David Hallman

Staff Director

Jack Holland
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Beverage Tax

b.

E.rin<:iral l\qency .'-.ff,"cted

G<?yartmen': of Business :1egulai:.ion

c.

o.

II.
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�?_.29nsor 1 s Stat:�1nP.r1t of P1Jccose

To help stimulate the grape industry in ."loricia
1-iarra'::ive s,m,mau
Amenrls seection 5611.06, Plori<la Statutes, to elin:inate the exc ise
taxes on wines manufactured in Florida from Florida-grown products.
The current t;i,x on florida . ..,i_ne with an a.lcoriol cont2nt of less than
14% by weight is 87.5 cents per gallon; on Florida wine with an
alcohol content of more than 14� it is 51.22 per gallon; and on
sparkling wines, the current tax is S2.63 per 9allon.

FISChL IMPACT CN STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS:
Non-J:lec1.irrinq or- First Year Sta rt-uo Eff ects
None

J...

a.

�ecurrina or Annualized Concinu�ti�n Effects
No exact figures are available on the cost of this hill but
dpproximately 1/4 of 1 percent of the total wine taxes collected by
the state are from wines ffianufactu=ed in Floriia. Using this ·
approximation and th� �rojected revenue figures for 1979-80, this
bill wculd cost about X90,000.

c.

Lo11g Run Effects other than Normal Gr-owth
None

D.

�ooria tions Conse011ences/Source of Funds
None
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1)
This bill is irlentical to l!B 1131 (1978) ty ?.epresentatives Melvin,
Fortune and ward. ·rt passed th'C! House Corr,,nittee �n Re<iulated Industries
and died in the Co::IITlittee on Finance and Taxation.
It is identical to
su 128 (1979) ty Senators Fechtel a:-id Tobiassen.
This bill will take effec� on July 1, 1979.
2)
currently, �here are 4 comp3nies that pay beverage tax on Florida
3)
v-.1 i nP. .
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COMMITTEE ON REGULATED INDUSTRIES AND LICENSING
OTHER COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE
Finance and Taxation

HB 577
S?ONSOR Committee on .:-..griculture
and General Lecislacion

COMPANION/SIMILAR

RELATING TO Florida wine/excise
tax

SB 128

May 3, 1979
I.

Swnmary
A.

Present Situation

Under the provisions of s. 564.06, excise taxes on wines in
Florida are imposed according to the following table.
Present Florida Excise Tax Rates o·n Wiries
Bel"ow _141
Florida Wines
Out of State

37_53
175.0

Above .14 2

Sparkling

Dessert

.122.0

263.0

12 2.0

2 43.0

350.0

243.0

lBelow 14% alcohol.
2
Above 14% alcohol.
3Rates are all given in cents per gallon.
B.

Probable Effects of Proposed Changes

HB 577 would lower the excise tax on wines manufactured·in Florida
from Florida products to the rates shown below.

.

Below .14

Above.14

Sparkling

Dessert

5

10

20

10

Florida Wines
Out of State
II.

Private Sector/State/Local Fiscal Impact
A.

A
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Private Sector Impact

Supporters of this bill are of the opinion that it
needed stimulation to the development of the grape
dustry in Florida, offering an alternative to farm
traditional crops, particularly shade tobacco, are
econ6mically worthwhile.

Y(
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To Remain Unchanged By This Proposal

B.

5B

'::>0l

III.

,

IV.

would provide
and wine in
operations whose
no longer

State Fiscal Impact

Staff of the Committee on Agriculture and General Legislation con
tacted the Bureau of Audit of the Division of Alcoholic Beverages
and Tobacco to obtain an estimate of the state fiscal impact of
HB 577. Bureau· Chief John Berry suggested that while no· exact
figures were available, the wine taxes in question amounted to
only 1/4 of one percent of the total wine taxes collected by the
state. For the 1977 ::-78 fisca_l __ year.,__appr_o�_irnately_$�0., 000 of
state tax revenue would have -been affected.

-----·-

Comments

-----------

Florida taxes state wine at higher rates than any other state in
every category except sparkling wine. In that category one other
state imposes a higher tax on wine produced within the state than
Florica does. (See attached table.)
Amendments - None

Prepared by

Linda Locan

Staff Director

Warren Morgan

from the desk of
Senator Vince Fechtel
5/28/79
TO:
RE:

Representatives Hodges, Kelly, Pajcic, Haben,
Brown, Eckhart, Mitchell and Ryals
SB 128, SB 129

HB 577, HB 576

There is talk of several kinds of amendments to the
grape growers/Fla. Wine Bills.
sunset type amendment .would ki11 the prospect
for economic development. It takes scores of years
to research and develop taste varieties and disease
control agents. Wineries will simply go to other
states. (Fla. is now 87½.¢ gal., Miss. 5¢, Tenn. 5¢,
La. 11¢, Calif. H) It has taken California 100 years
to develop their industry.

6!}_y___

There is also talk of tacking on other liquor industry
amendments not related to Fla. grown grapes and wines.
IMPORTANT: If any amendments are put on these bills,
sunset or otherwise, I suggest the bills be killed
I WILL DO ALL I CAN TO BE SURE THEY ARE KILLED
in the Senate, if there are any amendments.
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Chai rrnan

Boh Hattaway

Vice Chairman

May 24, 1979
TO:

FLORIDA SfATEARr''I' ►S
DEPAkTMEN r OF 5; , , �
R. A..�.;:i.· 311:, :· ..
Tallahasset, Fl 3�·:·; '} ·O

Sertes..J.L c:.i,to,·

'5 3

Representative Herb Morgan, Chairman,
Appropriations Committee

FROM:
RE:

©@(J)U

Representative Gene Hodges, Chairman,
Committee on Agriculture and General·Legislation
Withdrawal of Senate Bills 128 and 129 from the
Appropriations Committee

Dear Herb:
On May 7, Senate Bills 128 and 129 were received by the House
and referred to The Committees on Regulated Industrie� and
Licensing, Finance and Taxation, and Appropriations.
It is my sincere fe�ling that the bills were sent to your
Committee by mistake.
The first two committees have since
Our identical
heard• :.the<lbills and have recommended -favorably.
bills (HB's 576 and 577, by the Agriculture Committee)· did not
receive an Appropriations referral. None of the bills requires
an expenditure or budget item.
The combined fiscal impact of
both proposals is between $80,000 and $90,000.
This letter is to request that you withdraw from the Appropriations
Committee Senate Bills 128 and 129. Your assistance and time
spent in attention to this request are greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

ii�

Gene Hodges
··••.:.....

Jack Holland, St.arfDirector
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Section 1.

Subsections (2),

(3), and (4) of section

14 564.06, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
15

564.06

Excise taxes on wines and beverages;

16 exemptions.-17

(2)

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines,

18

containing more than l percent alcohol by weight and less than

19

14 percent alcohol by weight, manufactured iri Florida from

W Florida-grown fresh fruits, berries, or grapes and not from
21

concentrates thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries,

22 or grapes grown and concentrated in Florida and bottled in
23 Florida, and upon all other such beverages,

except malt

24 beverages, containing more than l percent alcohol by weight
25 and less than 14 percent alcohol by weight manufactured and
26

bottled in Florida from Florida-grown citrus products, citrus

n

byproducts, honey, fresh fruits, berries, grapes, sugar cane,

�

guavas, potatoes, peaches, papayas, strawberries, and mangoes,

29 and not from concentrates thereof, except concentrates grown
30 and concentrated in the state, the ta;< imposed by subsection

l
_ _

_ ___

.a..LVHI

.CtUJ.�:::ir

\

.•

.

1:1,1

.

4

(3)

As to all wines, except natural sparkling wines

5 containing 14 percent or more alcohol by weight, there shall
6 be paid by manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
7 $2.43 per gallon, except that this tax shall not be required
8 to be paid -tfiet'e-9!�a-l-l:-be-13a±l'l-ey-a-l±-1ttar11:1.Eae�1:1-re-t•9-ar-icl
9 e±set'±Btieet's-a-eax-eE-$l���-pet'-�a±leR-afle-fle-mere, upon all
10 wines manufactured in Florida from fresh fruits, berries, or
11 grapes grown in Florida and not from concentrates thereof,
12 except concentrates of fruits, berries, or grapes grown and
13 concentrated in the state, bottled within this state, and
14 containing 14 percent or more of alcohol by weight.
(4)

15

As to natural sparkling wines there shall be paid

16 by all manufacturers and distributors a tax at the rate of
17 $3.50 p�r gallon, except that this tax shall not be required

20 natural sparkling wines manufactured in Florida from fruits,
21 berries, or grapes grown in Florida and not from concentrates
22 thereof, except concentrates of fruits, berries, or grapes
n grown and concentrated in this state and bottled within this
24 state.
25

Section 2.

The exemption from the payment oE taxes of

26 subsections ( 2) , ( 3) , and ( 4 ) of section 5 6 4 . 0 6 , F 1 orida
27 Statutes, shall not preclude the division from making periodic
28 inspections necessary to carry out the provisions of this
29 section.
30

Section 3.

This act shall take eEfect July 1, 1979.
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A bill to be entitled

3

An act relating to the Beverage Law; amending

4

s. 564.06(2)-(4), Florida Statutes, to

5

eliminate the excise taxes on wines

6

manufa·ctured in Florida from Florida-grown

7

products; providing that such elimination shall

8

not preclude certain inspections by the

9

division; providing an effective date.
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which failed of adoption.
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